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=============================================================== 
01. Controls 
=============================================================== 
Triangle = (Agito only) Change forms 
           Provocative pose 
Circle = Special move (Square + X does the same thing) 
X - Guard (Hold down on it) 
    Dash (Press it quickly) 
    Throw (stand next to opponent and press) 
Square - Normal attack 

To execute an attack on your enemy while he's on the ground: Press Up+X or 
 Down+X 

If you're lying on the ground you can roll left or right. Also if the enemy 
 is near, press Square or X to do an attack as you get up 
-------- 
Pause Menu

When paused, your options are: 
-Cancel 
-Command List (Lists your special moves) 
-Handicap (if in VS mode) 
-Reset 

=============================================================== 
02. Different Modes 
=============================================================== 
Agito Mode - Story mode for Agito 
Gills MOde - Gills story mode 
G3 Mode - G3 story mode 
Tag Battle mode - Cooperate with Player 2 to fight the computer 
Single Player Mode - Player versus computer 
VS Mode - Player vs player 
G Trailer Mode - Build your own original G3 
Memory Card Battle Mode - Use an original G3 saved on the memory card to 
 battle 
Gallery mode - Collect and View digital cards 



Options 

=============================================================== 
03. Coins 
=============================================================== 

When you clear story or single player mode, you get coins that can be used 
 to upgrade your original G3 or for firing bullets in gallery mode. 

=============================================================== 
04. Characters 
=============================================================== 

Agito Ground Form 
Agito Flame Form (Uses Flame Saber) 
Agito Storm Form (Uses Storm Halberd) 
G3 (Uses GM-01/gun (custom can use GG-02 grenade), and G3-03/sword) 
Gills
Unknown 
Then there are the secret characters listed at the end 

=============================================================== 
05. Story Mode 
=============================================================== 

The rule in this mode is that you must get your opponent's tension level 
up to 100%, then perform your special finisher by hitting circle.  When 
your enemy has more than 50% in his meter, the battle song will play.   
If you are Agito, you must be in the same form that's used as in the tv 
series.  If you're in the wrong form after 50%, the game will flash a message 
at the bottom to tell you to change forms. 

Difficulty levels: 

Weak - If the enemy hits you, his tension meter doesn't go down 

Normal - If the enemy hits you, his tension meter goes down, except for when  
you get to 100 

Strong - Enemy hits you, its tension meter goes down, even if you fill his 
meter. 
----------- 
Ozawa says: 

When in G3 mode, the things Operator Ozawa says are: 
Beginning "It's finally our turn. Hikawa-kun, show your guts!" 

Episode 1 
Ozawa: GM-01 active. You are approved to fire. 
Hikawa-kun: Roger 

During battle: 
If beaten badly - Hikawa-kun, what are you doing?!  
If you do particularly spectacularly - Hikawa-kun! That's pretty good 

=============================================================== 
06. G Trailer Mode 
=============================================================== 
First option - customize your G3 by naming it! 
Second option - select your weapon 



Third option - Level up your weapon (uses coins) 
Fourth option - Parameter: Depending on how you fight, your G3 will change. 
  Normal - Ordinary type 
  Quick type - Your faster than Normal type, plus you can jump twice 
  Strong type - Attack and defense is higher 
Fifth option - Finished 

=============================================================== 
07. Gallery Mode 
=============================================================== 

Use Circle to shoot the cards as they go by.  Remember each shot uses a  
coin, so make them count!  It's totally random, I cheated by checking with  
an emulator, so good luck 

To see your cards, click on the button at the top right. You will directly  
to View mode if you have no coins. 

Blue cards - Regular cards 
Green Cards - Part of a larger picture 
Red cards - Special cards that unlock secret characters. See end for details 

In View mode if you click the card you can magnify it.  Then move the cursor  
arond the card to get different information.  There are even cards that give 
you hints to get Gills Mode and G3 mode (Wow, what a hint) 

Blow up the card and behind it is the number of Doubli's (Doubles) you got. 
(But once you get more than 2, can you still call them Doubli's?) 
----------------------------- 
Hosted by Shouichi and Hikawa 

When you first use it they introduce themselves 

At 40 cards 
Hikawa: 40 cards complete! 

Shouichi: Still a ways to go. Don't lose heart before reaching the halfway  
point

60+ cards 
Shouichi: 60 cards complete! 

Hikawa: Finally halfway done. You still have a long ways to go, so good luck 

80+ cards 
Hikawa: 80 cards complete! Here's the tough part. 

Shouichi: Hikawa-san, is there a good method for collecting the cards? 

Hikawa: Yes, well... Of course you need "guts". Plus I think you need  
indispensable "physical strength"? (Note, these are things Ozawa told him  
in the tv series) 

Shouichi: I think it was a mistake to ask you, Hikawa-san! 

Hikawa: Why!? 

100+ 
Shouchi: 100 cards complete. Don't let the Doubli get you down, keep going! 



Hikawa: Tsugami-san. What is that "Doubli" thing? 

Shouichi: "Doubling/Dublin".  Hikawa-san, didn't you know that?  "Dublin"  
is an island in Ireland... 

Hikawa: Right... It was my mistake for asking you, Tsugami-san. 

Shouichi: Haha.... 

=============================================================== 
08. Options 
=============================================================== 
Game Level - Easy, Normal, Strong 
Vibration - Off, On 
Memory Card - Save, Load 
Autosave - Off, On 
Sound - Mono, Stereo 
Return 

=============================================================== 
09. Secrets 
=============================================================== 
SECRET MODES 

Gills Mode - Clear Agito Mode to get 
G3 Mode - Clear Gills Mode 
G Trailer Mode - Clear G3 Mode 
Memory Card Battle Mode - Clear G3 Mode 

Use Trinity form - In versus mode pick Agito, then set your handicap  
to the max.  Note, you can only use the abilities of Storm Form or  
Flame form, not both at the same time.  (I also sometimes get Burning  
or Shining form when I do this, anyone know how what conditions need  
to be met so that I can pick?) 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
SECRET CHARACTERS 

G3-X - In the G Trailer upgrade your Sword and Gun to the max.  Then  
pick the Sword+Gun, when that's maximized you're G3 custom will change  
into G3-X 

In Gallery mode (Explanation in the gallery mode section): 
Agito Burning Form - Collect 60 cards  
Jaguar Lord (red) - Collect 70 cards 
Queen Jaguar Lord - Colect 80 cards 
Exceed Gills - Collect over 100 cards 
Agito Shining FOrm - Collect over 120 cards 
G4 - Collect all the cards (the last one will be the special red card) 

Questions 
--------- 
So is there a way to make Exceed Gills or G3-X appear in Gills Mode/G3  
Mode?  Some of the cards suggest that there's a way to unlock something,  
but it might just be a lame hint on how to get Gills Mode and G3 Mode itself. 

Comments 
-------- 
I loved this game.  The tv show is great.  My only gripe is that they  
could have had more spoiler characters like G3-Mild, Another Agito, a 
working Trinity form, or Unknown from later episodes.  Also would have been 



cool if they had included the bikes in the attacks. 

Updates 1.0 = Created the darn thing 
Updates 1.1 = Translated the words in the Gallery View mode
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